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 "I suppose it is tempting, if the only 
tool you have is a hammer, to treat 
everything as if it were a nail.” 
-- Abraham Maslow 
“Does it Fit?  Will is Last?  How Much? 
We Need a Project!” -- Computing Services 
“Look What I Made!” 
-- Hetty Field 
“Can we put it in a Standard System?” 
• Institutional Repository 
– Treat data as a publication 
• Online Repository 
– youtube / figshare / dropbox / github 
• Bespoke Solution 
– One-off BD-driven WebApp 
– Static HTML Site 
• Dataset Repository 
– e.g. ecrystals, Linnean Collection 
 
-- Computing Services 
Micro Data Repositories 
“A default repository that has undergone a 
minimal set of changes to turn it into a 
showcase for a dataset.” -- Adam Field 
Case Study - MedMus 
• Webification of reference book data on 
precise spelling of medieval French Refrains 
• Complex data model (refrains appear in works 
which may appear in other works which are 
written in manuscripts) 
• 18 months and not finished yet (see next 
slide) 
“What’s a Data Model?” 
-- Music Department Professor 
“What’s a Refrain?” -- Adam Field 
Case Study – LangSnap 
• Iterative assessment of non-native language 
learners before, during and after a year-long 
residence in the country of the language. 
• Transcripts and recordings (MP3 and WAV) 
• Previous projects on hand-build websites 
• Good, clear understanding of the data model 

Live Demo 
Emergency Screen Shots 




Conclusions 
• Researchers like micro repositories 
– Data is usable in the browser 
– CMS features put management in their hands 
– Repository features make correcting data trivial 
• Central Computing Services like don’t hate 
micro repositories 
• We’re developing a standard procedure for 
rapidly creating these using EPrints. 
 
